Abstract. There has been great progress regarding efficient implementations of fully homomorphic encryption schemes since the first construction by Gentry. However, evaluating complex circuits is still undermined by the necessary resort to the bootstrapping procedure. Minimizing the number of times such procedure is called is a simple yet very efficient way to critically improve performances of homomorphic evaluations. To tackle this problem, a first solution has been proposed in 2013 by Lepoint and Paillier, using boolean satisfiability. But their method cannot handle the versatility of fully homomorphic encryption schemes. In this paper, we go one step forward providing two main contributions. First, we prove that the problem of minimizing bootstrapping is NP-complete with a reduction from a graph problem. Second, we propose a flexible technique that permits to determine both such minimal number of bootstrappings and where to place them in the circuit. Our method is mainly based on linear programming. Our result can advantageously be applied to existing constructions. As an example, we show that for the Smart-Tillich AES circuit, published on the Internet in 2012, we find about 70% less bootstrappings than naive methods.
Introduction
Homomorphic encryption extends traditional encryption in the sense that it becomes feasible to perform operations on ciphertexts, without the knowledge of the secret decryption key. As such, it enables someone to delegate heavy computations on his sensitive data to an untrusted third party, in a secure way. More precisely, with such a system, one user can encrypt his sensitive data such that the third party can evaluate a function on the encrypted data, without learning any information on the underlying plain data. Getting back the encrypted result, the user can use his secret key to decrypt it and obtain, in clear, the result of the evaluation of the function on his sensitive plain data. For a cloud user, the applications are numerous, and reconcile both a rich user experience and a strong privacy protection.
Such a promising idea has first been proposed by Rivest, Adleman and Dertouzos in 1978 [19] . The first homomorphic cryptosystems were able to handle only additions (e.g. [13, 18] ), or only multiplications (e.g. [8] ), or an arbitrary number of additions but only one multiplication [2] . The first fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) scheme, able to handle an arbitrary number of additions and multiplications on ciphertexts, has been proposed by Gentry in 2009 [10] .
In homomorphic encryption schemes, the executed function is typically represented as an arithmetic circuit. In practice, any circuit can be described as a set of successive operation gates, each one being either a sum or a product performed over some ring. As we will see, the multiplication is the most important operation to be studied for efficiency optimization of a FHE schemes, and the multiplicative depth of a circuit, that is the maximum number of multiplications in a path, is an important parameter for FHE schemes.
In Gentry's construction, based on lattices, each ciphertext is associated with some noise, which grows at each operation (addition or multiplication) done throughout the evaluation of the function (procedure called HE.Eval in the sequel). When this noise reaches a certain limit, decryption is not possible anymore. To overcome this limitation, closely related to the number of operations that the HE.Eval procedure can handle, Gentry proposed in [10] a technique of noise refreshment called "bootstrapping".
The main idea behind this bootstrapping procedure is to homomorphically run the decryption procedure of the scheme on the ciphertext, using an encrypted version of the secret key. It comes along with a circular security assumption, as we have to feed the decryption circuit with an encryption of the secret key. This permits to get a "refreshed" ciphertext, which encrypts the same plaintext, but with less noise: the decryption is then always feasible. However, the counterpart is that its computational cost is quite heavy and it should be avoided as much as possible [15] . Ducas and Micciancio proposed a bootstrapping procedure in less than a second [7] , but their procedure can only be applied to ciphertexts encrypting a single bit. HElib [14] procedure, on the other hand, takes roughly 6 minutes. However, the plaintext space is much larger, yielding an amortized cost per bit operation of the same order. In such a context, it is of great importance to determine the exact minimum number of bootstrappings needed to evaluate a given circuit. This way, the time execution for the evaluation of a function will be optimal for a given FHE scheme.
Noise Growth Model. Such a study requires a model to point out how noise grows operation after each operation. Following [16] , we associate to each ciphertext c i a discrete noise level l i with l i = 1, 2, . . . . Level 1 corresponds to the noise of encryption procedure output. The last level at which it is necessary to either stop the computation or to bootstrap the ciphertext is denoted l max . The bootstrapping procedure does not reset the noise level of a ciphertext to 1 in general but to a level 1 ≤ N < l max . As we will see later, FHE schemes can be divided into two categories depending on the effect of multiplication on noise level, the exponential ones and the linear ones.
Minimizing Bootstrapping. We introduce the l max -minimizing bootstrapping problem as finding (one of) the minimal set of ciphertexts one has to bootstrap in order to correctly evaluate a given circuit. Naively, two heuristics can be used in order to avoid unnecessary bootstrappings.
Heuristic 1 : One can bootstrap a ciphertext as soon as its noise level reaches l max . It usually means to bootstrap a ciphertext just after a multiplicative gate. Heuristic 2 : When a ciphertext with noise level l max is produced, one waits as long as possible before bootstrapping it. It usually means to bootstrap a ciphertext just before it is used as input into a multiplicative gate.
But, as shown in figure 1, these two heuristics most of the time fail to produce a solution to the l max -minimizing bootstrapping problem. In this paper, our aim is then to provide a generic method to find such solution. I1   I2  I3  I4  I5  I6  I7  I8 O1 (a) Bootsrappings after each multiplication .   I1  I2  I3  I4  I5  I6  I7  I8 O1 (b) Bootsrappings before each multiplication .   I1  I2  I3  I4  I5  I6  I7  I8 O1 (c) Optimal solution. Previous Works. To the best of our knowledge, the only method to compute a minimal number of bootstrappings has been proposed by Lepoint and Paillier in [16] . It is based on the SAT problem, known to be NP-complete, and on the definition of some noise management rules. They focus on exponential schemes and proposed a method for any l max . In order to handle linear schemes as well, they need to modify the circuit so they can apply their algorithm as a blackbox. Regarding efficiency, the running time of their solving algorithm grows exponentially with l max , and they do not give timings for l max ≥ 4.
Outline and Contributions. In this context, our contribution is twofold. We first prove that the l max -minimizing bootstrapping problem is polynomial for l max = 2 and NP-complete for l max ≥ 3. We then propose a new method to determine the minimal number of bootstrappings needed for a given FHE scheme and a given circuit. As well as the previous work, our method also permits to exactly know where to place them in the circuit. We use linear programming to find the best outcome for our problem. The main advantage of our method over the previous one is that it is highly flexible and can be adapted for numerous types of homomorphic encryption schemes and circuits. The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce the tools we need all along the paper. Section 3 provides our complexity analysis: the l max -minimizing bootstrapping problem is polynomial for l max = 2 and NP-complete for l max ≥ 3. Finally, section 4 gives our new method for solving the l max -minimizing bootstrapping problem.
Background
In this section, we first recall some technical details about graph theory, and in particular arithmetic circuits. We then describe noise growth model during homomorphic evaluation of an arithmetic circuit. Next, we introduce some basic notions of complexity theory. Finally, we present our main tool for solving the l max -minimizing bootstrapping problem which is mixed integer linear programming.
Graph Theory
As sketched in the introduction, functions handled by homomorphic encryption are arithmetic circuits. They are a particular type of graph. This allows us to make use of complexity results over graph problems for our complexity analysis.
A graph G is a couple (V, E) where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. An edge from a vertex u to a vertex v is noted (u, v) . A directed graph is a graph where all the edges are oriented, meaning that ∀u, v ∈ V, (u, v) = (v, u). For a directed edge (u, v), u is called the tail and v the head. A (u 1 − u n+1 )-path of length n is a collection of n edges ((u 1 , u 2 ), (u 2 , u 3 ) · · · , (u n , u n+1 )) and a cycle is a path where the first vertex equals the last. A directed graph is said acyclic if it does not contain any directed cycles. A directed acyclic graph is denoted DAG. The input degree of a vertex x is |{(u, x) ∈ E}|, and a vertex whose input degree is equal to 0 is called a source. The output degree of a vertex x is |{(x, u) ∈ E}|, and a vertex whose output degree is equal to 0 is called a sink.
Arithmetic Circuit. An arithmetic circuit C = (G, W) is a DAG defined over a ring R and a set of n variables X = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n } as follows. The vertices G of C are called gates. The edges W of C are called wires. A gate of input degree 0 is an input gate and is labelled either by a variable from X or a ring element. Every other gate has an input degree 2, and is labelled either by × or +. We respectively call them product gates and sum gates. Every gate of output degree 0 is called an output gate. In the case of binary circuits defined over F 2 , we also have gates of input degree 1. They are labelled NOT, and are called NOT gates.
Let P be a path in C. We call the multiplicative length of P the number of product gates in P. Let us note that the multiplicative length of P is defined with respect to the number of product gates of P, whereas its length is defined with respect to the number of edges. Therefore, for a path P that is only composed of k product gates (and no sum gates), its length is k − 1 and its multiplicative length is k.
Noise Growth Model
In existing homomorphic encryption schemes, each ciphertext has some noise attached to it. This noise grows throughout the HE.Eval procedure. In this section, we model how the noise grows operations-wise. As pointed out in the introduction, we use a discretized noise model.
Additions in homomorphic encryption are almost free. The noise growth induced by additions is indeed logarithmic with regard to the noise growth induced by multiplications. It can therefore be neglected most of the time. Let c 1 , c 2 be two ciphertexts of noise level l 1 and l 2 , and let
The effect of a multiplication on noise levels divides FHE schemes into two categories. Let c 1 , c 2 be two ciphertexts of noise level l 1 , l 2 and c 3 = c 1 · c 2 with noise level l 3 .
-The schemes said exponential [9, 23, 6, 4] . In these schemes, we have l 3 = l 1 + l 2 . Therefore, the evaluation of a circuit with a multiplicative depth D will require l max > 2 D . This becomes quickly unacceptable and in practice l max is set to 2. -The schemes said linear [3, 11] where the noise grows linearly. We have l 3 = max(l 1 , l 2 ) + 1.
However, in those schemes, the user can set l max to be greater than the multiplicative depth of the circuit to be evaluated. This comes at the cost of greater public parameters. When the multiplicative depth of the circuit is not known in advance, or is too important, one still has to resort to bootstrapping.
Complexity Theory
We recall the basic definitions of the classic complexity classes that we use in section 3. A problem P is in the NP class if the verifying a feasible solution can be done in polynomial time. A problem P is NP-hard if P is at least as hard as the hardest problem in NP. In particular, a NP-hard problem is not necessary in NP. A problem P is NP-complete if P is in NP and P is NP-hard.
An optimization problem is a quadruple (I, s, m, type). I is the set of instances of the problem. An instance x of a problem P , is the application of P to a given set of parameters. For an instance x ∈ I, s(x) denotes the set of solutions to the instance. Any solution to the problem is called a feasible solution. Given an instance x and a solution y, m(x, y) denotes the measure or objective function of y. Finally, type is the goal function and takes either the value max or min. The objective of an optimization problem for a given instance x is to find an optimal solution, that is, a feasible solution y ∈ s(x) such that:
For y an optimal solution, we denote opt P = m(x, y).
To prove that a problem P is NP-hard we use a reduction that preserve the NP-hardness defined as follows:
Definition 1 (Reduction). Let A and B be two optimization problems, A NP-hard. Let x ∈ I A . A reduction is a couple of algorithms (f, g) such that:
Mixed Integer Linear Programming
To solve the l max -minimizing bootstrapping problem, we use linear programming [20] , and especially mixed integer linear programming (MILP). Linear programming is used to minimize a linear function whose variables are subject to linear constraints. An integer linear programming problem is expressed in the following form. Let A be a matrix in M m×n (R), b ∈ R m , c ∈ R n , x, l, u ∈ Z n . The program objective is:
We call c T x the objective function, x the problem variables, l the lower bounds on x, u the upper bounds on x and Ax the linear constraints. Constraints should not be defined with strict inequalities. If x i ∈ {0, 1}, they are named boolean variables. The goal of this formulation is to find values for x that minimize the objective function without violating any constraints.
A mixed integer linear programming problem is an integer linear programming problem where some of the x i s (and the corresponding u i s and l i s) are allowed to be in R.
Note that non-linear terms are not allowed in the model. Expressing constraints on the multiplication of variables or the maximum of variables is not straightforward, but is still possible with various techniques.
As for any optimization problem, a solution that satisfies all constraints is a feasible solution. An optimal solution is a feasible solution that achieves the best objective function value.
Theorem 1. The mixed integer linear programming problem is NP-complete.
Proof. See [20] .
Complexity Analysis of the l max -Minimizing Bootstrapping Problem
In this section, we first formally introduce the l max -minimizing bootstrapping problem, before proving that it is polynomial for l max = 2 and NP-complete for l max ≥ 3.
The l max -minimizing bootstrapping problem is formally defined as an optimization problem as follows.
Definition 2 (l max -Minimal Bootstrapping (l max -MB)). The l max -MB problem is an optimization problem defined by a quadruple (I, s, m, type) such that:
-I is the set of arithmetic circuits C = (G, W), -A solution S ∈ s(C) is a subset S ⊆ G such that each path P ⊆ C of multiplicative length l max has at least one gate in S, -m is the cardinality of a solution S ∈ s(C), -type = min.
A Polynomial Time Algorithm for l max = 2
In order to prove that the l max -minimizing bootstrapping problem is polynomial for l max = 2, we design an algorithm that solves it using a graph connectivity algorithm as a blackbox.
In a DAG G = (V, E), with a source s and a sink t we define a (s, t)-separator, that is, a subset W ⊆ V such that each (s, t)-paths has at least one vertex in W . The graph connectivity problem consists in finding a minimal (s, t)-separator. This problem can be solved in O(|V ||E| log(|V | 2 /|E|)) (see [1] ).
In what follows, we describe the algorithm solving the 2-minimizing bootstrapping problem using the graph connectivity problem. Let C be a circuit and G = (V, E) the underlying DAG. As only one level of product is allowed between each bootstrapping, the goal is to split G into subgraphs where each path has a multiplicative length of 1.
The first step is to delete every arc (u, v) ∈ E where v is a product gate. The resulting graph is named G . An example is depicted in figure 2a .
The connected components of G are also directed acyclic graphs, but the underlying circuit has at most one level of multiplication. The second step is to add an edge from the source s to each product gate and one from each component's sinks to t. With this construction, each (s, t)-path passes through one and only one product gate. Therefore, in order to correctly evaluate the circuit C, we want to bootstrap each ciphertext once per path. In other words, we have to find the smallest subset of vertices S ⊆ V , for which each path has a gate in S. S is an (s, t)-separator of G. In Figure 3 , we represent our algorithm which computes the minimal set of bootstrappings. A (toy) running example is depicted in Figure 2 .
Algorithm 1: Building the minimum set of bootstrappings for l max = 2. Proof. The complexity of the first and third steps is O(|V |) and the complexity of the fourth step is O(|E|). The second step is executed in constant time. The complexity for computing a minimal (s, t)-separator is O(|V ||E| log(|V | 2 /|E|)), therefore, the general complexity of the algorithm is O(|V ||E| log(|V | 2 /|E|)).
Thus, the 2-minimizing bootstrapping problem, which mostly corresponds to exponential schemes can be solved in polynomial time. Moreover, graph connectivity algorithms provide us with the optimal bootstrapping location in the circuit.
NP-Completeness of the l max -Minimizing Bootstrapping Problem
In this section we prove that the l max -minimizing bootstrapping problem is NP-complete for l max ≥ 3. We reduce the vertex cover problem known to be NP-complete to the l max -MB problem. We need to introduce an intermediary problem: the k-path vertex cover problem.
Let us first recall the definition of the vertex cover problem on a DAG [17] .
Definition 3 (Vertex Cover in Directed Acyclic Graph (VCD)). The VCD problem is an optimization problem defined by quadruple (I, s, m, type) such that:
-I is the set of directed acyclic graphs G = (V, E), -A solution W ∈ s(G) is a subset W ⊆ V such that each edge in E admits a vertex of W as tail or head (or both), -m is the cardinality of a solution W ∈ s(G), -type = min.
Theorem 3. The VCD problem is NP-complete.
Proof. See [17] .
Let us now extend the definition of VCD to a directed version of the k-path vertex cover problem from [5] .
Definition 4 (k-Path Vertex Cover in Directed Acyclic Graph (k-PVCD)). The k-PVCD problem is a quadruple (I, s, m, type) such that:
-I is the set of directed acyclic graphs G = (V, E), -A solution W ∈ s(G) is a subset W ⊆ V such that each path p ⊆ G of length k ≥ 2 has at least one vertex in W , -m is the cardinality of a solution W ∈ s(G), -type = min.
In Appendix A, we reduce VCD to k-PVCD. This proves the following theorem. In order to prove that l max -MB is NP-complete for l max ≥ 3, we reduce k-PVCD to l max -MB for k = l max − 1. As described in Figure 4 , this reduction is built in two steps. First, we have to build a function f that maps an arbitrary k-PVCD instance to a l max -MB instance in polynomial time. The image of a DAG under f is a circuit C that has to be defined in such a way that a l max -MB solution in C can be polynomially transformed back into a k-PVCD feasible solution. Therefore, we built f such that the image under f of a path P in G of length l max − 1 is a path P in C of multiplicative length l max . If all vertices of G had an input degree at most 2, it would suffice to transform all vertices of G into product gates. However, we do not have this constraint on the vertices of G. For each vertex with input degree at least 3, we transform the vertex into a subcircuit which contains exactly one product gate. In this setting, with have a one-to-one mapping between vertices of G and product gates in C. Second, we have to build g, which is a mapping of solution of the l max -MB problem solutions in C to solutions of the k-PVCD problem in G. The full proof is in Appendix B.
Theorem 5. l max -MB is NP-complete for l max ≥ 3. Thus, the l max -minimizing bootstrapping problem, for l max ≥ 3 is NP-complete. In the following section we provide a constructive method to solve it.
Minimizing Bootstrappings with Mixed Integer Linear Programming
In this section we present a general and adaptable method based on mixed integer linear programming for solving the l max -minimizing bootstrapping problem. We first introduce the model's variables and then we describe a general MILP model that can take into account many types of FHE operations. Moreover, one can choose the noise level at which the ciphertexts are refreshed after a bootstrapping.
Defining Variables and Objective Function of the Program
At each gate of the circuit, we attach a boolean variable which will take the value true if it is necessary to bootstrap after the node. The goal of our optimization program will be to minimize the sum of those bootstrapping variables.
For each gate G (i) of the circuit we denote by G
1 and G
2 the noise levels of the gate inputs. For each output wire of a gate, we add a fictive node corresponding to our bootstrapping boolean variable that we denote B (i) . If B (i) equals to one, it means that a bootstrapping is necessary after the ith gate of the circuit. In order to keep the notations simple, B (i) will be used either for the boolean variable or for the fictive bootstrapping computation node. We consider that the B (i) node takes as input the noise level of the gate output it is attached to, which we denote G out . These variables are depicted in figure 5 . Each of those variables admits 1 as lower bound and l max as upper bound. Furthermore we require that the noise level of each circuit output is strictly less than l max in order to have a correct decryption or to allow further computations. Minimizing the number of bootstrappings is equivalent to minimizing the number of boolean variables set to true. Hence, the objective function to be minimized is:
Linear Constraints
We translate the relations between the noise levels of each gate into linear constraints. We describe them thoroughly for the main FHE operations: addition and multiplication. The model can easily be modified to include other kinds of FHE operations as long as the noise growth can be translated into linear constraints.
Bootstrapping. We first express the constraints that rule the noise growth after the bootstrapping gate added to each gate of the circuit. We recall that the scheme can handle l max operations before the first bootstrapping and that each bootstrapping resets the noise level to N . If we do not bootstrap at a gate B (i) , the noise level of the output of the gate is not affected, and we want G
out . We can formulate these into a simple constraint:
This quadratic constraint can be written as a linear constraint using an auxiliary constant X such as X ≥ l max . The constraints system becomes:
We can see that if the solver decides to bootstrap at gate i, both equations 2 and 3 will force the equality G 
in while the other two will remain true.
Addition. Let c 1 , c 2 be two ciphertexts with noise levels l 1 , l 2 respectively. We denote c 3 = c 1 + c 2 with noise level l 3 . We want to ensure that l 3 = max(l 1 , l 2 ). The maximum is not a linear function, so it cannot be directly used in a constraint. We prove later that the following implication is enough for our purposes:
These equations are linear so we can use them as constraints with the following bounds on the variables: 1 ≤ A
Remark 1. If the proportion of sum gates in the circuit is overwhelming, our model can consider the logarithmic noise growth induce by additions. Let ε ∈ [0, 1] be the noise added by a sum gate normalized with respect to the noise added by a product gate. The noise level of a sum gate output is l 3 = max(l 1 , l 2 ) + ε. Working with mixed integer linear programming instead of integer linear programming allows to consider this noise using the following linear constraints:
with the same lower and upper bounds as for the addition case.
Multiplication. Let c 1 , c 2 be two ciphertexts with noise levels l 1 , l 2 respectively. We denote c 3 = c 1 · c 2 with noise level l 3 . We want to ensure have l 3 = max(l 1 , l 2 ) + 1. We have the following linear constraints:
Other Operations. To have a finer grained noise model, we can also consider other types of gates as long as the noise growth rules can be expressed as linear constraints. For example, we can also consider multiplication by a constant, which roughly adds half a level ( [12] ).
Theorem 6. The above defined MILP is equivalent to the l max -minimizing bootstrapping problem.
Proof. The constraints definition straightforwardly implies that every solution to the l max -MB is a solution of the MILP.
Let us now show the converse. Let S be a MILP solution that is not a l max -MB solution. There exists a path P in the circuit with multiplicative length l max such that P ∩ S = ∅. The noise level of a ciphertext along this path respects all the MILP constraints. In particular, it increases by at least 1 at each product gate. Its noise level at the end of the path is thus at least l max . This is in contradiction with the noise variables constraints: each one of them is bounded by l max and the circuit outputs has a noise level strictly less than l max . Then S cannot be a MILP solution.
Practical Experimentations
In this section we discuss the practical results of our model on several circuits from [21] , and on the AES circuit used in [12] . Circuits' characteristics are described in Table 1 . We assume that the circuit's inputs noise level is equal to 1 and we require that the noise level of each circuit output is strictly less than l max .
MILP Solvers. MILP solvers do not only solve the original program but also its dual. The dual of a linear problem is expressed in the following form:
A feasible solution of the dual problem gives a lower bound on the optimal solution (see [20] ) . The difference between a feasible solution of the linear program and a feasible solution of its dual is called the gap. The solver reduces the gap by finding feasible solutions for both problems. When the gap reaches zero, it means that the solution found is optimal. The gap gives a hint on how far the given solution is from the optimum in the worst case. As we will see in experimentation, the gap value is useful because it allows to get an approximate solution quickly.
Benchmarks. For the experimentations we runned the Gurobi Optimizer 4 on an Apple MacBook Pro with 2.3 GHz Intel Core i7 and 16GB of RAM. The results are displayed in Table 2 . We tested two settings:
1. (l max = 2, N = 1). For this setting, we found the same solutions as in [16] .
2. (l max = 20, N = 9) as more realistic parameters, similar to those used in [15] , except for the AES from [12] where we chose the same parameters as the authors.
For the simplest circuits, such as Adder and Comparator, the heuristics find the optimal solution or a close one. For those circuits, computing the optimal solution is done in less than a second.
For bigger circuits, running time is difficult to predict. For l max being small, as well as "close" to the circuit multiplicative depth the optimal solution is found in a couple of minutes. Between these settings, the solver can take hours to find the optimal solution. Nonetheless, the solver always finds a good approximation, better than both heuristics, in tens of minutes. But it can take a couple of hours to prove optimality. This is where the gap value is important: one can choose to stop the computation time when the gap reaches some desired threshold. For the DES circuit, we stopped the solver after 3.5 hours of computation, when the gap reached 5 % of error. In comparison with the more efficient heuristic, this spares 3566 bootstrappings.
Unlike circuits from [21] , the AES circuit from [12] exploits all the possibilities offered by a FHE scheme. In particular they use SIMD ( [22] , where ciphertexts are vectors of encrypted plaintexts, and operations are performed component-wise. These vectors are regularly permuted. This does not impact the noise level of ciphertexts. The plaintext space is also bigger than for the binary circuits from [21] which explains that much fewer bootstrappings are needed to correctly evaluate it. The circuit is described is 
Conclusion
While homomorphic encryption implementations are now available for anyone who wants to evaluate circuits on encrypted data, performances in the computation are largely undermined either by time taken by the bootstrapping step or by memory requirement when increasing l max . In this paper we proposed an efficient and flexible technique to determine the minimal number of bootstrapping when evaluating circuits in homomorphic encryption. In [5] , the authors give an upper bound on the size of the solution of the k-path vertex cover with respect to the vertices degree of the graph. It would be interesting to see if it is possible to adapt those formulas for the case of the l max -minimizing bootstrapping problem, as that could give constraints on the design of arithmetic circuits. Also, it should be interesting to go further in the complexity analysis of the problem by finding a monadic second order logic formulation, which would allow to apply many meta-theorems giving better insights on the problem. A future work is to provide an automatic tool that, given a circuit and a FHE scheme, could generate a new circuit with optimal bootstrapping placement.
A Proof of the NP-Completeness of the k-Path Vertex Cover Problem
In this Appendix, we prove the theorem 4.
Proof. Note that for k = 2, k-PVCD is the same as VCD which is NP-complete. For k > 2 we show a reduction (f, g) from the VCD problem to the k-PVCD problem. Let G = (V, E) be an arbitrary directed acyclic graph. We transform G into a k-PVCD instance f (G) = G . Let G = (V , E ) be the graph obtained from G such that for all x ∈ V we add a directed path of k 2 − 1 new vertices where x is the head; and a path of size k 2 − 1 new vertices where x is the tail. We call the vertices of G original vertices, and the others the new vertices. The transformation f has a linear complexity with respect to |V |. We give an example in Figure 6 . We now have to transform back a k-PVCD feasible solution y in G into a VCD feasible solution g(G, y) in G.
Let S be a k-path vertex cover in G of size ω. Suppose that S contains a new vertex u that lies in one of the added path, i.e., ∃u ∈ S , u ∈ V . Let v ∈ V be the original vertex closest to x. Note that u only secures one path, hence we can swap u with v in S without modifying its size. We can apply this procedure until all vertices of S are in V . We denote S a k-path vertex cover of G that contains only original vertices. We claim that S ⊆ V is a vertex cover in G of size ω.
Let us suppose otherwise. There is an edge (u, v) ∈ E such that u, v ∈ S. Depending on the orientation of the edge between u and v, consider the path P in G , composed of the path attached to x where u is the head (resp. the tail), of the edge (u, v) (resp. (v, u)), and of the path attached to v where v is the tail (resp. the head). Then P does not contain any vertex from S, and it has k 2 + k 2 − 2 + 2 = k vertices, which is a contradiction. Hence, S is a vertex cover in G of size ω. The transformation g of a k-PVCD feasible solution in G into a VCD feasible solution in G has a linear complexity with respect to |V |.
Conversely, we prove that a vertex cover S in G of size ω yields a k-path vertex cover in G of size ω. Let us suppose otherwise. There is a path P of length k in G such that P ∩ S = ∅. By construction of G , at least one edge of P is in G, let e = (u, v) ∈ P be this edge. So, u, v ∈ S which is a contradiction because S is a vertex cover. Hence, S is a k-path cover in G of size ω.
We now prove that ∀x ∈ I VCD , opt k−PVCD (f (x)) = opt VCD (x). For each VCD instance G, the previously described g function transforms a k-PVCD optimal solution for f (G) into a VCD feasible solution for G of the same size. So we have opt k−PVCD (f (x)) ≥ opt VCD (x). Conversely, we can transform a VCD optimal solution for G into a k-PVCD feasible solution for f (G) of the same size. So we have opt k−PVCD (f (x)) ≤ opt VCD (x), and thus the required equality. Thus, there is reduction (f, g) from VCD to k-PVCD: k-PVCD is NP-hard.
We finally prove that an alleged solution of k-PVCD in a DAGG = (Ṽ ,Ẽ) can be verified in polynomial time. Let ∆ − be the maximum output degree ofG. The number of paths of size k iñ G is at most O(|Ṽ |∆ − k ), and the paths of length k can be computed using a truncated breadth first search on every vertex, with a complexity of O(|Ṽ |(|Ṽ | + |Ẽ|)). So a solution can be verified in polynomial time. k-PVCD lies in NP.
Hence k-PVCD is NP-hard and NP: it is NP-complete.
B Proof of the NP-hardness of l max -MB
In this Appendix, we prove the theorem 5
Proof. We show a reduction (f, g) from the k-path vertex cover problem to the l max -minimizing bootstrapping, for l max ≥ 3 and k = l max − 1. Let G = (V, E) be an arbitrary directed acyclic graph. We transform G into a l max -MB instance f (G) = C. C is not required evaluate any "interesting" function. For our reduction purpose, we only need that any path P of length k in G is transformed into a path P in C with multiplicative length l max .
Let ∆ + (G) be the maximum input degree of G. In order to transform G into a circuit C = (G, W), we distinguish three cases. Every vertex of G with input degree 2 is transformed into a product gate. Every vertex of G with input degree 1 is transformed into a product gate, the second input of the gate being a field constant. Every vertex x ∈ V with input degree at least 3 is transformed into a subcircuit only composed of sum gates (each of input degree 2 ) except for the last one that will be a product gate, see figure 7. Note that there is a bijection between the vertices of G and the product gates of C. The transformation f has a linear complexity with regard to |V |.
We now have to transform a l max -MB feasible solution y in C into a k-PVCD feasible solution g(G, y) in G.
Let S be a l max -MB feasible solution in C of size ω. Move every bootstrapping that is placed on a sum gate to the next product gate downwards. With this algorithm, every bootstrapping is now on a product gate. Let S ⊆ V be the vertices corresponding to S in G. We claim that S is a (l max − 1)-path cover of G of size ω.
Let us suppose otherwise. There is a path P ⊆ G of length l max − 1 which is not covered by S. Let P ⊆ C be the path obtained after the transformation of P . A path of length l max − 1 is composed of l max vertices. Each of these vertices is transformed into a subcircuit that contains exactly one multiplication. So the multiplicative length of P is equal to l max . Therefore, there is a path in C of multiplicative length l max that is not covered by S, which is a contradiction. Hence, S is a (l max − 1)-path cover of G of size ω. The transformation g between a l max -MB feasible solution in C and a k-PVCD feasible solution in G has linear complexity with regard to |V |.
Conversely, using a similar reasoning, we can show that a (l max − 1)-path vertex cover of size ω in G yields a l max -MB of size ω in C.
We now prove that ∀x ∈ I k−PVCD , opt l max −MB (f (x)) = opt k−PVCD (x). For each k-PVCD instance G, the previously described g function transforms a l max -MB optimal solution for f (G) into a k-PVCD feasible solution for G of the same size. So we have opt l max −MB (f (x)) ≥ opt k−PVCD (x). Conversely, we can transform a k-PVCD optimal solution for G into a l max -MB feasible solution for f (G) of the same size. So we have opt l max −MB (f (x)) ≤ opt k−PVCD (x), and thus the required equality. Thus, there is reduction (f, g) from k-PVCD to l max -MB: l max -MB is NP-hard. Finally, checking that an alleged solution is indeed a solution can be done in polynomial time with a similar reasoning as the one used for k-path vertex cover (see Appendix A).
Hence, l max -MB is in NP and is NP-hard: it is NP-complete.
